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Notes on EXPO Real 2015

Monaco gave to the operators of the real estate two days of sun and end-of-summer temperatures.
The optimism that we sensed in talks with managers and investors has contributed to a general feeling that
numerous business were concluding:
All the stands were full and we ourselves have found many occasions of interesting meetings in which we
have had the opportunity to see how Italy is definitely back on the radar of investors.
The prevalence of the interest seems to be allocated on the thematic areas of the residence. During an
interesting panel we met Adagio City Aparthotels, Starwood Hotels & Resorts, Room Mate / BeMate and
Zoku, managers of serviced apartments whose dimensions have become really important. Some of them
have already invested in Italy (Florence and Milan), others are preparing to do so. This is certainly an area
where abandoned buildings from the previous functions can find interesting opportunities provided that they
are in central or semi-central areas well served by public transport. Even the field of student housing seems
to be in constant and significant increase as indicated by SHUMAN Capital, Agora and Corestate Capital
AG. Those operators who have already started this process in Italy can look with serenity to their immediate
future. Universities should play an important role in this growth participating in development projects
alongside the developer, manager and investor.
Very interesting were the meetings with operators who have dedicated time and resources in the conversion
of public buildings: Aurelis Real Estate, BEOS Ag, Bima and Dr. Vielberth Verwaltungsgesellschaft. The
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situation of the German barracks issued by NATO, USA and army is similar to the Italian one. The big
difference however is that the redevelopment projects have had as protagonist the residential function. The
rental market in Germany is the normal residential investment and operators above mentioned today
manage huge real estate assets resulting mainly from the conversion of public properties. We invited these
operators to participate in a working session to be held in May 2016 with Agenzia del Demanio, Invimit and
Cassa Depositi e Prestiti. We formulated this invitation as Agidi (Associazione dei Giuristi di Diritto
Immobiliare) and found a great interest in a comparison of international and Italian institutions. From this
meeting we will be able to draw a lesson on possible legislative proposals to finally start the rental market.
Despite the efforts of Federimmobiliare and RICS, the stands of Prelios, Idea Fimit and Investire in Italia
(among which are associated il sistema Trentino, SviluppUmbria S.p.A., FS Sistemi Urbani, Milano Farini,
Roma Tiburtina e GB Real Estate) seemed to us to be frequented more by Italians than by international
operators. The Italian tendency to make "cluster" creating a sort of "Italian village" is found regularly in
MIPIM as in EXPO Real. Our presence in several and interesting seminars (in German and sometimes in
English) seemed to us to be almost nonexistent. Yet participation in these meetings and the interactive space
that, cleverly, the organizers offer for the meeting between participants and speakers is the starting point to
open new horizons of business, especially in fair where it was clear the presence of managers, developers
and investors.
It was pleasant going to EXPO Real 2015 with his contour of beer and "schnitzel". It was also productive and
there are many proactive ideas with which we came.

Riccardo Delli Santi and Fidis Giammarco Bortignoni
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